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Abstra t
Studying web graphs is often di ult due to their large size. Re ently, several proposals
have been published about various te hniques that allow to store a web graph in memory in
a limited spa e, exploiting the inner redundan ies of the web. The WebGraph framework
is a suite of odes, algorithms and tools that aims at making it easy to manipulate large
web graphs. This papers presents the ompression te hniques used in WebGraph, whi h
are entred around referentiation and intervalisation (whi h in turn are dual to ea h other).
WebGraph an ompress the WebBase graph (118Mnodes, 1 Glinks) in as little as 3:08
bits per link, and its transposed version in as little as 2:89 bits per link.

1 Introdu tion
In the last few years, the World Wide Web has be ome the fo us of an intense resear h
a tivity, performed by both a ademi

and industrial resear h

entres; this a tivity is mainly

aimed at developing e ient te hniques to retrieve information over the web, using some form
of exploration or sear h that is espe ially tailored to the spe i
Web itself.

sear h engines, in the design of ee tive
In many

rawlers, in determining

yber ommunities, et .

ases, most of the information one needs to perform a sear h is

stru ture of the

web graph

and a (dire ted) ar
to page

hypertextual stru ture of the

These te hniques nd many potential and a tual appli ations, for example, in

y.

ontained in the

(or link graph), that is the graph having a node for ea h URL,

from node

x to node y whenever there is a hyperlink in page x leading

Needless to say, the Web graph is a huge obje t to deal with: it

urrently

ontains some

3 billion nodes, and more than 50 billion ar s (and these estimates are just lower bounds, as
they are obtained from sear h engines, whi h index just a part of the web).
In this paper, we present new
represent

ompression te hniques that are used in WebGraph to

ompa tly web graphs. WebGraph is a framework that provides simple methods to

manage very large graphs. More pre isely, it is
1. A set of at

odes,

alled

 odes, whi

urrently made of:

h are parti ularly suitable for storing web graphs

(or, in general, integers with a power law distribution in a

 Dipartimento

ertain exponent range).
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The fa t that these

odes work well

mathemati al analysis
2. Algorithms for
valisation and
a



an be easily tested empiri ally; a more detailed

an be found in the

ompanion paper [4℄.

ompressing web graphs that exploit referentiation (à la LINK [9℄), interodes to provide a high

ompression ratio, and algorithms for a

ompressed graph without a tually de ompressing it, using lazy te hniques that delay

the de ompression until it is a tually ne essary. The algorithmi
the topi
3. A

essing

part of WebGraph is

of this paper.

omplete, do umented implementation of the algorithms above in Java,

in the pa kage
ontains

it.unimi.dsi.webgraph.

Besides a

ontained

learly dened API, the pa kage

lasses that allow one to modify (e.g., transpose) or re ompress a graph, so to

experiment with various settings.
4. Data sets for very large graphs (e.g., a billion of links). These data were either gathered
from publi

sour es (su h as WebBase [5℄) or obtained with UbiCrawler [3, 2℄.

One of the features of the WebGraph

ompression format is that it is devised to

ompress

e iently not only the web graph, but also its transposed graph (i.e., a graph with the same
nodes, but with the dire tion of all ar s reversed). A

ompa t representation of the transposed

graph is essential in the study of several advan ed ranking algorithm (e.g., HITS [6℄): the
literature often reports that the transposed graph is more entropi , and thus more di ult
to

ompress than the graph itself [8, 9℄, but we shall see that in the WebGraph framework

transposed graphs a tually

ompress

better.

2 The Web Graph
The

web graph

relative to a

nodes, and with an ar
trying to devise a

from

ertain set of URLs is a dire ted graph having those URLs as

x to y whenever page x

ontains a hyperlink toward page

ompression me hanism to store a web graph e iently we

y.

When

an exploit some

empiri al observations about the stru ture of hyperlinks in a typi al subset of the web.
The features of the links of a web graph that are usually quoted are

lo ality and similarity,

whi h were originally exploited by the LINK database [9℄.
1.

Lo ality.

Most links

ontained in a page have a

navigational

nature: they lead the

user to some other pages within the same host (home, next, previous, up et .);
if we
long

ompare the sour e and target URLs of these links, we observe that they share a
ommon prex; said otherwise, if URLs are sorted

sour e and target are
2.

Similarity.
many

lose to ea h other.

Pages that o

ommon su

the same lo al

lexi ographi ally, the index of

ur

lose to ea h other (in lexi ographi

order) tend to have

essors; this is be ause many navigational links are the same within

luster of pages, and even non-navigational links are often

opied from

one page to another within the same host.
These features suggest to use te hniques borrowed from full-text indexing for storing inreasing sequen es of integers with small gaps, and moreover inspired the

sion

te hniques dis ussed in [9, 1℄. Sin e several su

2

referen e ompres-

essor lists are similar, one

an spe ify

the su

essor list of a node by

opying part of a previous list, and adding whatever remains.

This is a hieved using a list of bits, one for ea h su
whether the su

essor should be

essor in the referen ed list, whi h tell

opied or not, or using other te hniques (su h as expli it

deletion lists [9℄).
The empiri al analysis at the base of WebGraph's

ompression te hniques eviden ed two

additional fa ts:
1.

Similarity is mu h more on entrated than it was previously thought.
two lists have almost nothing in

ommon, or they share large segments of their su

lists. This implies that the one-bit-per-link s heme used in referen e
be rened to a

opy-blo k list

Either

s heme, in whi h the links to be

means of interval lengths (this

essor

ompression may

opied are spe ied by

orresponds essentially to a run-length en oding of the

referen e bits).
2.

Conse utivity is ommon.

It

an be observed that many links within a page are

onse utive (with respe t to the lexi ographi
nomena. First of all, most pages

order); this is due to two distin t phe-

ontain sets of navigational links whi h point to a xed

level of the hierar hy. Sin e the hierar hi al nature of a site is usually ree ted in the
hierar hi al nature of URLs, links in pages at the bottom of the hierar hy tend to be
adja ent in lexi ographi

order.

Se ond, in the transposed web graph pages that are

high in the site hierar hy (e.g., the home page) are pointed to by most pages of the site.
This, of
3.

ourse, gives also rise to large intervals.

Conse utivity is the dual of distan e-one similarity.

If a graph is easily

ible using similarity at distan e one (i.e., exploiting similarity with the su

ompress-

essor list of

the previous node in lexi ographi al ordering), its transpose must sport large intervals
of

onse utive links, and vi eversa, as a node that is

se utive su

ommon among two or more

essor lists at distan e one is ree ted by a

on-

orresponding interval of length

two or more in the transposed graph.
As an example, see Figure 1 and Figure 2, whi h show the distribution of gaps in in reasing
sequen es of su

essors for a snapshot of the

.uk

domain:

gaps are regularly distributed

along a power-law distribution (a fa t whi h is exploited in [4℄), but the gap 1 lies over the
interpolating line (i.e., intervals are very frequent; this phenomenon is parti ularly evident in
the transposed graph).
The

onsiderations above suggest that a

transpose

As we shall see, our
a high

ompression format for the web graph and its

should take into onsideration at the same time similarity and onse utivity.
ompression format takes indeed these phenomena into a

ount, obtaining

ompression ratio.

3 The Compression Format
Throughout this se tion, whenever we say that an integer is part of the
we mean that a suitable instantaneous
allows to

hoose among several

natural numbers,

oding must be

odes). For

that is, the rst

ompression format,

hosen for the integer (WebGraph

onsisten y, we assume that

all odings en ode

ode is for 0, the se ond one for 1 and so on.
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This is
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Figure 1: Distribution of gaps in a 18.5 Mpages snapshot of the
logarithmi

100000

.uk

domain.

The s ale is

on both axes, and the line displays a power law with exponent 1.21.

Node
...
15
16
17
18
...

Outdegree
...
11
10
0
5
...

Su essors
...
13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 203, 315, 1034
15, 16, 17, 22, 23, 24, 315, 316, 317, 3041
13, 15, 16, 17, 50
...

Table 1: Naive representation using outdegrees and adja en y lists.

natural for some

odings (e.g., Golomb) and less natural for other

odings (e.g.,

must be shifted suitably. However, this allows to treat uniformly dierent

), whi h

oding te hniques.

1
We remark that this onvention is the one adopted in MG4J , but it is dierent from the one
used in the

ompanion paper [4℄.

Naive representation. Suppose that we are interested in representing a web graph relative
to some set of N URLs; the graph nodes will be numbered from 0 to N - 1 a ording to the
lexi ographi ordering of URLs. We let S(x) denote the set of su essors of node x (i.e., the
2
set of all nodes y su h that there is an ar from x to y) .
We wish to represent the graph using adja en y lists: in other words, the graph will be
oded as the sequen e of adja en y lists of nodes
of the

0, 1, et

., ea h pre eded with the outdegree

orresponding node, to make it self-delimiting. This naive representation is exemplied

in Table 1.
1

MG4J (Managing Gigabytes for Java) is a pa kage providing bit-level I/O; it an be downloaded at

http://mg4j.dsi.unimi.it/.
2

In this paper, with some abuse of notation, we will not distinguish between a set of integers and the
orresponding list of integers in in reasing order. Hen e, if A = f45; 12; 378; 40g we will also use the notation
A for the list (12; 40; 45; 378).
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Figure 2: Distribution of gaps in the transpose of a 18.5,Mpages snapshot of the
The s ale is logarithmi

.uk

domain.

on both axes, and the line displays a power law with exponent 1.20

(modulo a s aling fa tor).

Node
...
15
16
17
18
...

Outdegree
...
11
10
0
5
...

Su essors
...
3, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 178, 111, 718
1, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 290, 0, 0, 2723
9, 1, 0, 0, 32
...

Table 2: Representation using gaps.

Using gaps.

The example shows the lo ality phenomenon dis ussed above; lo ality suggests

that we should represent ea h list of su

essors as a list of gaps (as pioneered by the LINK

S(x) = (s1; : : : ; sk ), we will represent it as (s1 - x; s2 - s1 1; s3 - s2 - 1; : : : ; sk - sk-1 - 1) instead; note that all the integers obtained in this way are

database).

More pre isely, if

non-negative, ex ept possibly for the rst one. Sin e we do not want to deal with negative
numbers, we will

ode the rst element suitably, using the map

(x) =
In Table 2 you

Æ

2x
2x
j

j

:Z!N

x0
-1
if x < 0:
if

an see this modied representation using gaps.

Referen e ompression.

Another possible way to improve the

ompression ratio is to

S(x) dire tly, we an ode it as a
referen e list. The dieren e y - x
is alled the referen e number. As we already mentioned, this results usually in referen e
ompression, in whi h a sequen e of bits, one of ea h su essor in the referen e list, tells
whether the orresponding su essor of y is also a su essor of x.
exploit similarity: instead of representing the adja en y list

modied version of some previous list

S(y),

alled the

5

Node
...
15
16
17
18
...

Outd.
...
11
10
0
5
...

Ref.
...
0
1

Copy list
...
01110011010

Extra nodes
...
13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 203, 315, 1034
22, 316, 317, 3041

3
...

11110000000
...

50
...

Table 3: Representation using

Node
...
15
16
17
18
...

Outd.
...
11
10
0
5
...

opy lists.

Ref.
...
0
1

# blo ks
...

Copy blo ks
...

7

0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0

Extra nodes
...
13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 203, 315, 1034
22, 316, 317, 3041

3
...

1
...

4
...

50
...

Table 4: Representation using

opy blo ks.

S(x) with respe t to S(y) is made of
opy list, and the list of integers S(x) S(y),

More pre isely, the representation of

S(y) bits, alled the
of extra nodes. The opy list spe

sequen e of

be

j

j

opied: it will

S(x).

n

ies whi h of the links

ontain 1 at the

two parts: a
alled the

list

ontained in the referen e list should

i-th position i the i-th entry of list S(y) also appears in

The resulting representation is shown in Table 3; note that every

opy list is pre eded by

r for list S(x), it means that the ompression is
S(x - r) (if r = 0 then we are not ompressing the list by referen e).
The hoi e of r is riti al, here; we assume that there is a xed parameter W > 0 ( alled the
window size ), and r is hosen as the value between 0 and W that gives the best ompression.
A large value of W is likely to produ e better ompression ratios (simply be ause it enlarges
a the referen e number: if the referen e is
relative to list

the set of possible referen e lists); the pri e for this improvement is a slower and more memoryonsuming

ompression and de ompression.

Several forms of referen e
moreover, referen e

ompression are used in dierent versions of the LINK database;

ompression is analysed from a theoreti al viewpoint in [1℄.

Dierential ompression. WebGraph introdu es dierential ompression, in whi h the
dieren es with S(y) are re orded by a sequen e of opy blo ks: we look at the opy list as an
alternating sequen e of 1- and 0-blo ks, and spe ify the length of ea h blo k (de remented by
one, for all blo ks ex ept the rst one). This sequen e of integers is pre eded by a

blo k ount

telling the number of blo ks that will follow. We will always omit the last blo k from the list
of blo ks, be ause its value

an be dedu ed from the blo k

ount and from the outdegree of

the referen e node. The resulting s heme is exemplied in Table 4.
Note that the rst

opy blo k always refers to a 1-blo k (so, the rst

opy list starts with a 0). Using typi al
one bit: more generally, dierential

odes, su h as

oding,

ompression allows to

something whi h is impossible with plain referen e

6

opy blo k is 0 if the

opying entirely a list

ode a link in

ompression.

osts

less than one bit,

Node
...
15
16
17
18
...

Outd.
...
11
10
0
5
...

Ref.
...
0
1

# blo ks
...

Copy blo ks
...
0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 0

# intervals
...
2
1

Left extremes
...
0, 2
600

Length
...
3, 0
0

Residuals
...
5, 189, 111, 718
12, 3018

7

3
...

1
...

4
...

0
...

...

...

50
...

Table 5: Representation using intervals (interval threshold is 2).

Using intervals to exploit onse utivity.

As we observed in Se tion 2,

is frequent among extra nodes; hen e, instead of
te hnique, we rst isolate the subsequen es
whose length

3 is not below a



orresponding to integer intervals. Only intervals

ertain threshold

Hen e, ea h list of extra nodes will be

onse utivity

ompressing them dire tly using the gap

Lmin are

onsidered.

ompressed as follows:

a list of integer intervals; ea h interval is represented by its left extreme and by its length;
left extremes are

ompressed using the dieren es between ea h left extreme and the

previous right extreme minus 2 (be ause there must be at least one integer between the
end of an interval and the beginning of the next one); interval lengths are de remented
by the threshold



a list of

Lmin.

residuals

(the remaining integers),

ompressed using dieren es.

Table 5 shows the resulting representation assuming that the interval threshold is 2. For
example,



onsider the list of remaining nodes for node 15:

15; 19℄ and [23; 24℄); the left extremes, ompressed as explained
15 - 15 = 0 (the rst extreme is represented as a dieren e with respe t to
the node itself) and 23 - 19 - 2 = 2 (the other extremes are represented as dieren e
with respe t to the previous right extreme minus 2); the lengths are 5 and 2, but should
be redu ed by the threshold (2), whi h gives 3 and 0 respe tively;

there are two intervals ([
above, give



13; 203; 315; 1034, whi h gives 13 - 15 = -2 (en oded as 2  - 2 + 1 = 5),
203 - 13 - 1 = 189, 315 - 203 - 1 = 111 and 1034 - 315 = 718.

the residuals are

The nal format.

The WebGraph format

2

d

z
6 
4

j

W> 0

}|

r b B1 : : : B b



r>0

an be summarised as follows:

3

3

i E1 L1 E2 L2 : : : Ei Li R1 : : : Rk 5

7
5

2

{ z
4

Lmin < 1

}|

{

<d d>0

where the data are des ribed in Table 6. We denote with a subs ript to bra kets the
on previous data for a
analogous
3

onditions on

ertain part of the

j

ondition

oding to be present, and with an overbra e the

ompression parameters.

The length of an integer interval is the number of integers it ontains.

7

The value

represents the number of su

list, and may be

essors that have been

opied from the referen e

omputed as follows:

8
>
<0P
=
1hb;h odd Bh
>
: S(x - r) - P1hb;h even Bh
j

r=0
if r = 0 and b odd
if r = 0 and b even:

if

j

The only datum that is always present is the outdegree

d:

if

d = 0, no other data needs

to be stored for that adja en y list. The part relative to dierential
omitted if

W = 0, be

ause in that

(i.e., if we have de ided not to

ase dierential

essors have been

(interval

ourse

ompression is inhibited; moreover, if

r=0

ompress the list dierentially), the blo k part is not stored.

The extra part (whi h stores intervals and residuals) is omitted if
all su

ompression is of

=

d, be

ause in that

ase

opied from the referen e list. Finally, the part relative to intervals

ount, left extremes and interval lengths) is omitted if

we do not want to use interval

Lmin = 1 (whi

h means that

ompression).

Note that the adja en y list is self-delimiting (as long as the outdegree of the referen e
node is known), be ause all the integer lists it
for the list of residuals whose length

Datum

d
r
b
B1 ; : : : ; B b
i
E1 ; : : : ; E i
L1 ; : : : ; L i
R1 ; : : : ; Rk

Meaning
Outdegree
Referen e number
Blo k ount
Blo ks
Interval ount
Left extremes
Interval lengths
Residuals

an be

Pi L .
h=0 h

omprises are pre eded by their length, ex ept

omputed as

Notes

d0
0rW
b0
B1  0, B2 ; : : : ; Bb > 0
i0
Ek+1  Ek + Lk + 1
L1 ; : : : ; Li  Lmin
0  R 1 < R2 <    < R k

k=d-

-

Represented as. . .

B 1 ; B2 - 1 : : : ; B b - 1
(E1 - x); E2 - E1 - L1 - 1; : : : ; Ei - Ei-1 - Li-1 - 1
L1 - Lmin ; : : : ; Li - Lmin
(R1 - x); R2 - R1 - 1; : : : ; Rk - Rk-1 - 1

Table 6: Data des ribing the adja en y list of node

x.

4 Referen e Chains
As we have seen, the overall
window size
between the

ompression pro ess is based on two parameters, spe ifying the

W and the minimum interval length Lmin.

The

ompression ratio and the time needed to

hoi e of

W determines a trade-o

ompress/de ompress the graph. A

x (dire tly) refers to node y i x has referen e r > 0
x - r = y; when x refers to y, if one wants to a ess the adja en y list of node x she will
rst have to de ompress the adja en y list of node y.
Of ourse, y  x - W , so if we are a essing the adja en y lists in a sequential fashion,
we just need to keep a sliding window of the last W adja en y lists. Conversely, if we need a

remark is in order, here: say that node
and

dire t random a

ess to adja en y lists, we have to

onsider

arefully the problem of a

essing

in turn all the lists they (dire tly or indire tly) refer to. In other words, if we want to a

ess

S(x) and if x dire tly refers to y, we will rst have to a ess S(y), and if y dire tly refers
to z, we will rst have to a ess S(z) and so on. The sequen e of nodes built in this way is
alled the referen e hain of node x.

to

8

If we put no limit on this, in the worst
require a de ompression of all lists up to
required to perform random a
Of
is the

ase a

x.

essing to the adja en y list of node

This will

ause a severe slowdown in the time

esses.

ourse, this is not a problem if we only plan to a
ase, for example, in the

x may

ess adja en y lists sequentially (as

omputation of PageRank [7℄); yet, if random a

primary business, we need to put a limit on the lengths of referen e
Thus, there is a further parameter

R to our

hains.

ompression algorithm,

alled the

ess is our

maximum

referen e ount. When performing dierential ompression of S(x), we do not onsider all
nodes x - 1; : : : ; x - W , but only the ones that do not produ e referen e hains longer than
R. A small value for R is likely to produ e worst ompression, but shorter (random) a ess
times.

The authors of the LINK database report testing on the number of bits per link rea hed
with dierent values for

W and R:

link and the referen e

hains.

that

R = 1 gives ex

here, we provide statisti s about the number of bits per

The results are summarised in Table 7: one

ellent results, although even when

an easily see

R = 1 we improve signi

antly over

existing te hniques.
For

omparison, version 3 of the LINK database provides a

ompression of 5.61 bits/link for

a web graph of 61 Mnodes and 1 Glinks graph, and 5.66 bits/link for its transpose, whereas [8℄
reports 5.07 bits per link and 5.63 bits per link, respe tively, for the WebBase graph and its

4

transpose . The gures reported in [10℄ on a 115 Mpages/1.47 Glinks snapshot taken from the
Internet Ar hive, on the other hand, are mu h worse (13.92 bits per link; no data is provided
for the transpose).

5 The Oset Array
As we have seen, the graph is des ribed as a sequen e of adja en y lists; ea h list is in turn
represented by a sequen e of natural numbers and, at the very last level, we en ode ea h
natural number in these sequen es using some kind of self-delimiting bit-en oding (the

hoi e

of this en oding for residuals is dis ussed thoroughly in [4℄).
If we want to a
osets, that has

ess the graph in a random fashion, we must keep an auxiliary ve tor of

N entries (one for ea

(in memory) where the su

h node); the entry of index

essor list of node

h

starts.

Osets

h represents the position

an be expressed as bit- or

byte-displa ements, the se ond option being a tually appli able only if ea h adja en y list is
byte-aligned.
The advantage of byte displa ement is that a 32-bit oset is su ient to index 4GB of
RAM; thus, it

an be

onsidered su ient to exploit the

urrent

ore memories. Using 32-bit

osets for bit displa ement is not sensible, as it would allow indexing just 512M of RAM,
whi h, at the

urrent

ompression rates, would allow to represent just 150 millions of nodes.

On the other hand, byte displa ement requires aligning ea h su

essor list, and this require-

ment is very expensive (more than 10% in rease in size); moreover,
4Gbytes is already available with the

urrent te hnology, and in any

ore memory ex eeding
ase, using 32-bit byte

oset displa ements does not allow to store more than about 4 billions of nodes:
the
4

onsidering

urrent size of the web, this solution suers from an inherent la k of s alability.

This gures, however, are averaged over three data sets of 25, 50, and 100 Mpages.

9

R

1

18.5 Mpages, 300 Mlinks from
Average referen e

hain

Bits/link

W=1 W=3 W=7 W=1 W=3 W=7 W=1 W=3 W=7
171.45

198.68

195.98

44.22

38.28

35.81

2.75

2.38

2.22

3

1.04

1.41

1.70

62.31

52.37

48.30

3.87

3.25

3.00

1

0.36

0.55

0.64

81.24

62.96

55.69

5.05

3.91

3.46

18.50

25.34

26.61

36.23

33.48

31.88

2.25

2.08

1.98

3

0.69

1.01

1.23

37.68

35.09

33.81

2.34

2.18

2.10

1

0.27

0.43

0.51

39.83

36.97

35.69

2.47

2.30

2.22

1
R

1

Tranpose

118 Mpages, 1 Glinks from WebBase
Average referen e

hain

Bits/node

Bits/link

W=1 W=3 W=7 W=1 W=3 W=7 W=1 W=3 W=7
85.27

118.56

119.65

30.99

27.79

26.57

3.59

3.22

3.08

3

0.79

1.10

1.32

38.46

33.86

32.29

4.46

3.92

3.74

1

0.28

0.43

0.51

46.63

38.80

36.02

5.40

4.49

4.17

27.49

30.69

31.60

27.86

25.97

24.96

3.23

3.01

2.89

3

0.76

1.09

1.31

29.20

27.40

26.75

3.38

3.17

3.10

1

0.29

0.46

0.54

31.09

29.00

28.35

3.60

3.36

3.28

1

Tranpose

Table 7: Experimental data about referen e
The

.uk

Bits/node

.uk

hains with

Lmin = 3 and using 3 for residuals.

data were gathered using UbiCrawler; the WebBase data refer to the 1/2001 general

rawl.
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These reasons pushed the authors to implement WebGraph using bit displa ements. This,
of

ourse, requires some

onsiderations about oset representation in memory, as

onsuming

64 bits for ea h oset would make the oset array larger than the graph itself. The authors
of the LINK database, for instan e, propose a

omplex s heme in whi h nodes of lower degree

get smaller osets; other proposals require a main part that is kept in main memory, and a
part that is kept oine [8℄.
Our solution rests on a dierent viewpoint: mu h in the same way as WebGraph allows
to trade o between speed and

random a

ompressing a graph, it also allows
de ompressing it. Essentially, if we need to perform

ompression ratio when

to tune speed and oset array size while

esses, but we have only a limited amount of

entral memory, we may load the

0, J, 2J, . . . , for a
suitable parameter J ( alled the jump ). When we need to a ess the adja en y list S(x), we
use the oset relative to node Jbx=J , and then we skip over (i.e., read and ignore) x mod J
entries sequentially. If J is large, we spare memory but loose time when a essing a node; if
J is small, we have faster a ess times but higher memory onsumption. Note that J is not a
ompression parameter: rather, it is xed when reading the graph into memory.

oset array only partially; more pre isely, we only keep the osets of nodes

A minor point to take into

onsideration here is the following: as explained in the previous

almost self-delimiting format, ex ept for the list
k depends on the number of links opied from the referen e list,
whi h may in turn depend on the outdegree S(x - r) of the referen e list itself. Unfortunately,
when skipping over an adja en y list we need to know k, and this fa t implies that positioning

se tions, ea h adja en y list is stored in an
of residuals, whose length

j

j

on the start of a given adja en y list may require a re ursive a
adja en y lists whi h is

not

ess to a number of other

bounded by the maximum referen e

ount

R,

or by any other

parameter.
To avoid this problem, we slightly
lists are

hange the way adja en y lists are loaded into memory:

onsidered as divided into blo ks,

the bit where ea h su h blo k starts). The
blo k, followed by the remaining data.

ontaining J lists ea h (the oset array ontains
J outdegrees are stored at the beginning of ea h

The advantage of this variant is that we

an know

the outdegree of any node without de ompressing its adja en y list. This in turn solves the
skipping problem

ompletely. (As a side remark, if only sequential a

ess is needed, the oset

array needs not be loaded at all.)

6 Lazy Iteration
A

essing a WebGraph

ompressed graph without referen es is of

ourse trivial: it is just

a matter of rebuilding the extra list (possibly merging intervals and residuals).
be easily a

This

an

omplished by reading all the interval data, and merge the resulting sequen e of

integers with the residuals. Note that if you want to produ e the su

essor list in in reasing

order you do not need to read a tually all residuals to produ e the rst output, but you need
to read all the interval data (whi h, however, is usually mu h smaller).
A

essing a graph with (possibly heavy) referentiation is however a dierent problem, as

unbounded referen e

hains of a tual web graphs rea h more than one hundred depth levels.

A trivial solution is to de ode re ursively ea h list by

omputing the list it referen es. This,

however, has several disadvantages: rst, a large number of memory a
many as

the number of su essors present in all referen ed lists.
11

essespotentially, as

Se ond, a large number

of temporary data stru tures have to be built.
WebGraph enumerates su
ursively a

essors using

lazy iterators ;

more pre isely, it generates re-

as ade of lazy iterators over the various referen e lists involved in building the

required one. Every iterator, at

onstru tion time, fet hes all data up to the residuals (note

that this data are usually very small

ompared to the list), but does not go farther. Then,

ea h time the top-level iterator is required to produ e a new su

essor, it

he ks whether it

an full the request using its lo al data (intervals and residuals); if it is not so, it passes the
request to the iterator of the referen e node.
This ar hite ture is implemented in a very simple way,
related features of the

fastutil

Java pa kage, and some

ombining the powerful iteratorustom-made iterators, whi h im-

plement masking of underlying iterators, merging of in reasing iterators, and interval-based
enumeration. We refer the reader to the API do umentation for more information about these
features.
Note that

no list is ever a tually expanded into memory.

During the iteration, the only

state kept by the re ursive sta k of iterators is related to intervals and blo ks. This allows to
iterate over very long su

essor lists, almost independently of the

fa t that dramati ally redu es memory a

ore memory available, a

esses.

Finally, sin e all iterators implement a method that skips several entries (and, of
this method is implemented in

onstant time by interval iterators), masking

very e iently, as dis arding blo ks
Data about a
a

an be skipped qui kly .

ess speed is provided in Table 8, where it appears

ess the speed obtained in sequential a

referen e

5

ourse,

an be performed

learly that for random

ess redu es depending on the length of the average

hain. Without lazy iterators, we would expe t essentially that the speed be mul-

tiplied by the average referen e- hain length, but the results are mu h better be ause of the
interplay between skipping and intervalisation (indeed, the results are parti ularly good for
the transposed graph, whi h is highly intervalised). Interestingly,
tial a

ess times: in that

ase the main

ost is memory a

ratio turns out to have a visible ee t. Table 8

R = 1 gives better

ess, and the higher

sequen-

ompression

ontains also data about the (small) slowdown

produ ed by partially loading the oset array.
All data have been gathered using a Java implementation of the WebGraph framework; it
is likely that a tuned C implementation would in rease by a fa tor of about two the timings
we report.
Timings given in the literature [9, 10, 8℄ are in the same order of magnitude of the ones
reported here (e.g., version 3 of the LINK database provides a sequential and random a

ess

time are 248 ns and 336 ns, respe tively, albeit with a dierent language and ar hite ture). A
more pre ise
the same

omparison would require implementing all te hniques using the same language,

ompilers (and possibly virtual ma hines), and the same hardware.

All data have been gathered on a 512 MiB 2.4 GHz Pentium, by s anning
adja en y lists of a large sample of nodes. Note that sequential-a
on

R, but only on W .

5

ompletely the

ess times do not depend

Experiments show, indeed, that lazy iteration is faster than eager iteration (e.g., than simply expanding
all referen ed lists).
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18.5 Mpages, 300 Mlinks from

R

Graph size (MiB)

1

79.0

Oset-array size (MiB)
seq.

3

106.6

1

122.9

.uk

-

J=1 J=2 J=4

141.3

70.7

35.3

Link a

ess time (ns)

seq.

J=1

J=2

J=4

198

31,237

35,752

43,699

206

611

753

886

233

442

491

605

150

2,382

2,873

2,961

171

342

424

516

183

234

312

374

Transpose

1

70.3

3

74.6

1

78.8

-

141.3

Table 8: Experimental data about a
18.5 Mpages snapshot of the

.uk

70.7

35.3

ess time, obtained on 512 MiB 2.4 GHz Pentium for a

domain.

7 Related Work
Sin e the web grows
problem of

onstantly, and at a high speed, several papers have re ently addressed the

ompressing the web graph. One of the rst attempts at using modern

ompression

te hniques was the LINK database [9℄, whi h suggested lexi ographi al ordering as a way to
obtain a good

ompression using gaps, and implemented referen e

ompression.

Hardness

results about nding the best possible referen e list are given in [1℄.
More re ent attempts try to exploit more heavily the network stru ture of the web, either
by partitioning su

essor lists following hosts and popularity [10℄, and then using suitable

odes, or using a more hierar hi al view of the nodes [8℄. The latter proposal, to our knowledge,
implements the strongest
dis usses also

ompression te hniques available before WebGraph. Referen e [10℄

ompression of other data related to the web graph, su h as URLs.

We do not know of any attempts to use lazy iteration to enumerate su

essors without

de ompressing adja en y lists in main memory.

8 Con lusions
In this paper, we presented new te hniques for

ompressing the web graph and its transposed.

The number of bits per link obtained is a major advan e with respe t to all methods we are
aware of. Moreover, the format is very exible, and

an be tuned so to t dierent kinds of

CPUs and memory sizes.
All software and data sets des ribed in the experimental part are freely available from
the WebGraph home page (http://webgraph.dsi.unimi.it/), where one

an also get large

data sets. The Java part of the WebGraph framework is fully do umented using the standard
JavaDo

do umentation system.

There is of

ourse mu h work still to be done. Presently, the most interesting

to nd a simple way to get the optimal

ompression from a given sequen e of su

hallenge is
essors, and

a given referen e list. This is more involved than it may seem at rst sight, as, for instan e,
it

ould be interesting to store redundantly nodes both as intervals and as referen es just to

get larger intervals.
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Another interesting question is exploring the possible interplay between dierent
sion parameters. Sin e WebGraph allows a great freedom in
that, say, a very large window

W works very well if one

hoosing

ompres-

odes, it may happen,

hooses the right

ode (say,

instead

of unary) for the referen e.
Finally, WebGraph does not provide any way to store e iently the URLs of a web graph.
In the future, for instan e, we plan to implement a new minimal perfe t hash
stores the URLs themselves, and a ts as a two-way

lass that also

onne tion between URLs and nodes.
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